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ABSTRACT

Besides the zonal flow that dominates the seasonal and long-term variability in the equatorial Atlantic,

energetic intraseasonal meridional velocity fluctuations are observed in large parts of the water column. We

use 15 years of partly full-depth velocity data from an equatorial mooring at 238W to investigate intraseasonal

variability and specifically the downward propagation of intraseasonal energy from the near-surface into the

deep ocean. Between 20 and 50m, intraseasonal variability at 238Wpeaks at periods between 30 and 40 days.

It is associated with westward-propagating tropical instability waves, which undergo an annual intensification

in August. At deeper levels down to about 2000m considerable intraseasonal energy is still observed. A

frequency–vertical mode decomposition reveals that meridional velocity fluctuations are more energetic than

the zonal ones for periods , 50 days. The energy peak at 30–40 days and at vertical modes 2–5 excludes

equatorial Rossby waves and suggests Yanai waves to be associated with the observed intraseasonal energy.

Yanai waves that are considered to be generated by tropical instability waves propagate their energy from the

near-surface west of 238Wdownward and eastward to eventually reach themooring location. The distribution

of intraseasonal energy at the mooring position depends largely on the dominant frequency and the time,

depth, and longitude of excitation, while the dominant vertical mode of the Yanai waves plays only a minor

role. Observations also show the presence of weaker intraseasonal variability at 238W below 2000m that

cannot be associated with tropical instability waves.

1. Introduction

The equatorial Atlantic Ocean is characterized by en-

ergetic zonal currents that vary dominantly on seasonal to

interannual time scales (Brandt et al. 2016; Claus et al.

2016). In contrast, meridional velocity exhibits a spec-

tral peak on intraseasonal time scales, that is, periods of

10–50 days (Athie and Marin 2008; Bunge et al. 2008;

Ascani et al. 2015). It has been shown that intraseasonal

meridional velocity variability is forced either by the in-

stability of the mean wind-driven circulation of the equa-

torial Atlantic and its low-frequency variability, thereby

generating tropical instability waves (TIWs), or directly by

meridional wind fluctuations at the equator (Garzoli 1987;

Weisberg andWeingartner 1988; Athie and Marin 2008;

von Schuckmann et al. 2008). Intraseasonal zonal ve-

locity variability, however, is mainly forced by fluctua-

tions of the zonal wind stress at the equator exciting

intraseasonal Kelvin or Rossby waves or by the reflection

of equatorial and off-equatorial Rossby waves at the

western boundary (Polo et al. 2008).

TIWs appear to zonally propagate near the surface

and are often described as quasi-monthly fluctuations of

sea surface temperature (SST) or sea surface height

anomalies being common to all tropical oceans (Steger

and Carton 1991). Atlantic TIWs are generally charac-

terized by periods of 20–60 days, zonal wavelengths of

600–1200km, and westward phase speeds of 20–60 cms21

(e.g., Weisberg and Weingartner 1988; Steger and Carton

1991; von Schuckmann et al. 2008). At shorter periodsCorresponding author: Franz Philip Tuchen, ftuchen@geomar.de
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(;14 days), biweekly meridional wind variability di-

rectly forces intraseasonal oceanic variability, which is,

however, mainly restricted in the equatorial Atlantic to

longitudes east of 108W (e.g., Garzoli 1987; Athie and

Marin 2008).

Atlantic TIWs are generated by either barotropic or

baroclinic instability in the Northern Hemisphere but

almost exclusively by baroclinic instability in the South-

ern Hemisphere (Grodsky et al. 2005; von Schuckmann

et al. 2008). Barotropic instability arises from the hori-

zontal shear of zonal currents, that is, between the

Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) and the northern South

Equatorial Current (nSEC) and between the nSEC and

the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC) (Jochum

et al. 2004; von Schuckmann et al. 2008), whereas baro-

clinic instability was found to be associated with SST

fronts (Yu et al. 1995) and with the vertical shear of the

nSEC and the central South Equatorial Current (cSEC)

(von Schuckmann et al. 2008).

The horizontal velocity shear between the equatorial

zonal currents exhibits an annual cycle. When the

southeast trade winds start to intensify in June/July, the

equatorial zonal currents accelerate and the associated

horizontal shear strengthens. At the same time, the

vertical shear within the nSEC and cSEC enhances.

Stronger horizontal and vertical shear lead to an in-

tensification of barotropic and baroclinic instability caus-

ing the generation of intensified TIWs. Simultaneously,

the Atlantic cold tongue develops in response to the

strengthening of the southeast trade winds, bringing cold

thermocline water closer to the surface and enhanc-

ing vertical mixing at the base of the shallow equa-

torial mixed layer. A sharp meridional SST gradient

develops north of the equator, which has been pro-

posed as an additional energy source for the TIWs

(Yu et al. 1995). The annual intensification of TIW

activity occurs in boreal summer (Weisberg and

Weingartner 1988; Athie and Marin 2008). Besides a

pronounced annual cycle, significant interannual vari-

ability of intraseasonal SST variance is observed from

satellite data (Wu and Bowman 2007), which at least

partly can be related to the variability in thewind forcing

and resulting current shear (Perez et al. 2012).

While the generation of TIWs is mostly confined to

the near-surface layers (i.e., the upper 50m), enhanced

intraseasonal variability can be observed down to

greater depths (e.g., Bunge et al. 2008). A large part of

the intraseasonal energy that is generated by instability

close to the surface propagates into the deep ocean as

downward- and eastward-propagating beams of Yanai

waves (Ascani et al. 2010). Ascani et al. (2015) proposed

this so-called deep equatorial intraseasonal variability

(DEIV) to be the major driver for the deep equatorial

circulation (DEC), which includes the equatorial deep

jets (EDJs) and the equatorial intermediate currents. It

could be shown that the DEIV, after being generated by

instability of the upper-ocean circulation and propaga-

tion away from its source, finally rectifies into the mean

and low-frequent DEC (Ascani et al. 2015). However, a

realistic simulation of the DEC largely depends on the

amplitude and structure of the DEIV, which previously

could not be evaluated owing to insufficient observa-

tions of the DEIV. Recently, Greatbatch et al. (2018)

were able to show that intraseasonal waves, which are

excited by the instability of the near-surface wind-driven

circulation, feed energy into the EDJs to maintain

them against dissipation. This mechanism is in general

agreement with the simulation performed by Ascani

et al. (2015), in which a time-independent wind forcing

results in a mean wind-driven circulation, which be-

comes unstable and generates TIWs. These TIWs are

the source of DEIV, which provide energy for the EDJs

and its regular interannual oscillations. Hua et al. (2008)

also linked intraseasonal variability to the generation

and maintenance of the DEC, but instead of in-

stability generated near the surface, they proposed

that the variability originates from fluctuations of the

cross-equatorial western boundary current (see also

D’Orgeville et al. 2007). Besides their influence on the

DEC, Jochum and Malanotte-Rizzoli (2004) showed

that TIWs contribute to the forcing of the South

Equatorial Undercurrent (SEUC), while Hüttl-Kabus

and Böning (2008) showed the importance of TIWs

for driving both the North Equatorial Undercurrent

(NEUC) and the SEUC.

To date, observational studies of intraseasonal fluc-

tuations have been based either on satellite data (e.g.,

Steger and Carton 1991; Athie and Marin 2008; Polo

et al. 2008), which mainly focused on the near-surface

ocean, or on moored acoustic Doppler current profiler

(ADCP) data (Qiao and Weisberg 1995; Grodsky et al.

2005; von Schuckmann et al. 2008) and moored single-

point current meter measurements with observational

periods of up to 5 years (Weisberg and Weingartner

1988; Bunge et al. 2008). In this study, we present partly

full-depth velocity data from an equatorial mooring at

238W spanning the time period from 2001 to 2016. The

temporal and vertical coverage of the 238W dataset is

unique and enables us to investigate the DEIV, which

so far was largely limited to numerical studies.

This study is structured as follows: Section 2 provides

an overview of the mooring data, while in section 3 the

methods that were used in the analysis are explained.

The results are divided into the mean statistics of in-

traseasonal variability at 238W in section 4 and seasonal

and interannual variations of intraseasonal variability in
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section 5. Eventually, section 6 provides a discussion and

summary of the results.

2. Moored velocity data

Meridional and zonal velocity observations were ob-

tained from 10 consecutive current meter moorings

deployed on the equator at 238W from December 2001

to September 2016 (except for one period between

December 2002 and February 2004, when no mooring

was installed). The used dataset is an update of Brandt

et al. (2016) and Claus et al. (2016) extended by the two

most recent mooring deployments and additional data

before 2004, including ADCP and single-point current

meter data fromDecember 2001 to December 2002 (see

Grodsky et al. 2005) and single-point measurements

between 2001 and 2006 (see Bunge et al. 2008).

Since February 2004, the upper part of the water

column was covered by two ADCPs: one upward-

looking ADCP, which was installed just below the

EUC at 100–230m and a lower ADCP, which was ei-

ther looking downward from just below the upper

ADCP or looking upward from 600- to 650-m depth.

Few additional single-point current meters were usu-

ally installed between 600 and 1000m, although several

instruments before 2006 were located at larger depths

between 1000 and 1500m (Fig. 1). ADCP and single-

point current meter data were 40-h low-pass-filtered

to detide the velocity data and subsampled to a 12-h

resolution.

Since June 2006, the depth range between 1000 and

3500m was covered by a McLane Moored Profiler

(MMP). Unfortunately, the profiler sampled data only

during 5 out of 7 mooring periods (3 times whole-depth

coverage). During the remaining two mooring periods,

the instrument failed and no data could be recovered.

The MMP was programmed to sample pairs of profiles

every 3–5 days, depending on the planned duration

of the mooring and battery life. No further temporal

filtering was applied to the velocity data from the

MMP since the sampling frequency is well below tidal

frequencies. The acquired velocity dataset is com-

plemented by full-depth loweredADCP profiles, which

were taken during the mooring service cruises. Figure 1

provides an overview of the data distribution by

showing the time series of specific kinetic energy (or

kinetic energy per unit mass) (1/2)y2 derived from the

meridional velocity with a running box median of

60 days and 10m applied on it, while Fig. 2 shows the

meridional velocity for an exemplary time period from

June 2006 to March 2008 with two single-point mea-

surements between the ADCP range above and the

MMP range below.

To date, zonal velocity data of this time series have

been used to study the EDJs (Bunge et al. 2008; Brandt

et al. 2011; Claus et al. 2016; Greatbatch et al. 2018) and

FIG. 1. Meridional kinetic energy (1/2)y2 from the mooring on the equator at 238W from

December 2001 to September 2016. Tick marks along the time axis denote the beginning

of the year. Single-point measurements are extended by 5 m from their nominal depth in

both directions for better visualization. Gray areas show missing data. Note the different

vertical scaling above and below 800 m and the logarithmic color scale. For better visu-

alization the meridional kinetic energy is smoothed with a running box median of 60 days

and 10 m.
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the EUC (Giarolla et al. 2005; Brandt et al. 2014, 2016).

Meridional velocity data have been used by Grodsky

et al. (2005) to examine the contribution of TIWs to the

mixed layer heat and energy budget, by Giarolla et al.

(2005) to analyze meridional variations of the EUC

associated with TIWs, by Bunge et al. (2008) to describe

deep intraseasonal variability, and by von Schuckmann

et al. (2008) to investigate the generation mechanisms

of TIWs in combination with model simulations. Since

then, the dataset has massively enlarged in time and

depth coverage.

3. Methods

As a first step, data from different instruments moored

on the equator at 238W, which vary in their vertical res-

olution and their sampling frequency, were interpolated

onto a uniform depth and time grid, resulting in a data

grid resolution of 12h in time and 1m in depth (see

Fig. 2). If the temporal gaps between two velocity values

at the same depth were less than 10 days, they were filled

by interpolation.

a. Lomb–Scargle periodogram

Despite the remarkable coverage of the time series,

periods of missing data occur and have to be treated

with care considering spectral analysis or the de-

composition into vertical modes, which will be explained

later in this section. The approach of Scargle (1982)

calculates the power spectral density (PSD) of a time

series with nonuniformly distributed data over time or—

like in this case—data gaps. For a given angular fre-

quency v5 2pf the periodogram P is estimated by

P(v, z)5
1

2s2

�
�
i

y(t
i
, z) cos[v(t

i
2 t)]
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i
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Here y is the meridional velocity at a particular depth z

and time twith the subscript referring to the specific time

step i of the time series, while s2 refers to the variance of

the time series. The t represents the time delay at which

the sinusoids would be mutually orthogonal, defined by

tan(2vt)5
�
i

sin(2vt
i
)

�
i

cos(2vt
i
)
. (2)

This approach allows us to calculate periodograms at

each depth for a set of orthogonal frequencies, equiva-

lent to those of a discrete Fourier transform of a com-

plete time series without gaps. In an attempt to quantify

the uncertainty of this method introduced by the data

gaps, the periodogram was recalculated for a subset in

time and depth space for which full data coverage was

given and compared to the periodogram of the same

subset attributed with artificially introduced data gaps

(not shown). The differences between these periodo-

grams are only marginal compared to the amplitude of

the periodogram, and themain features discussed within

this study are robust.

b. Modal decomposition

As described in Philander (1978), standing vertical

modes are an appealing way to describe the vertical

structure of the ocean; especially in the particular case

of a single mooring, when no knowledge about the zonal

wavenumber or meridional structure is available.

Alternatively, vertically propagating latitudinal modes

can be used as well to describe vertically propagating

FIG. 2. Meridional velocity from the mooring on the equator at

238W from June 2006 to March 2008. Tick marks along the time

axis denote the first day of the month. Positive (negative) values

represent northward (southward) velocities, whereas gray areas

showmissing data. Single-pointmeasurements are extended by 5m

from their nominal depth in both directions for better visualization.

Also represented schematically are upward phase and downward

energy propagation in two different depth ranges.
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equatorial waves, but this method requires knowledge of

the horizontal structure involved. Here, we are using the

first method of standing vertical modes, which, in this

framework, results in a clear separation of the frequency

bands in which inertia–gravity waves and Rossby waves

may exist for a given vertical mode. The cutoff fre-

quency of the gravest equatorial Rossbywave is given by

vR 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bcn

p
(12

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1/2

p
) (with b the latitudinal variation in

the Coriolis parameter on the equator and cn the in-

ternal gravity wave speed of the vertical mode n), above

which energy in the meridional component cannot be

associated with Rossby waves (Olbers et al. 2012).

Analogously, equatorial inertia–gravity waves are lim-

ited to frequencies above vG 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bcn

p
(11

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1/2

p
) (Olbers

et al. 2012). Hence, vR is always smaller than vG for a

given vertical mode n.

To connect the vertical structure of zonal u and merid-

ional y velocity to equatorial wave dynamics, both velocity

components were fit to a set of standing vertical modes,

which were calculated from a full-depth (0–4500m) mean

buoyancy frequency profile N5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2(g/r0)dr(z)/dz

p
with

gravitational acceleration g, a reference density r0, and

density as a function of the vertical coordinate r(z). The

mean N2 profile was derived from 47 CTD casts taken on

the equator at 238W [see Claus et al. (2016) for a more

detailed description]. Based on the mean N2 profile,

structure functions p̂n for a particular mode n can be de-

rived by solving the eigenvalue problem (see Gill 1982):

d

dz

�
1

N2

dp̂
n

dz

�
1

1

c2n
p̂
n
5 0, (3)

with boundary conditions given by

1

N2

dp̂
n

dz
5 0 (z5H), p̂

n
1

g

N2

dp̂
n

dz
5 0 (z5 0).

The solution is an orthogonal set of vertical structure

functions p̂n and constants cn, which represent the

gravity wave speed for the vertical mode n. The ampli-

tude of each vertical structure function is normalized as

follows:

ð0
2H

p̂2
n dz5H . (4)

After subtracting the time mean profile from the origi-

nal velocity data, both time series (u and y) are mapped

onto a grid with a temporal resolution of 5 days and a

vertical resolution of 10m in order to reduce computa-

tional costs. Since the set of normal modes is derived

from a mean buoyancy frequency profile with a vertical

range of 4500m, it is necessary to extrapolate the

moored velocity field in the vertical direction in order to

constrain the fit in the vertical direction. For that pur-

pose, the deepest value of the time series at each time

step is extended down to 4500m, but only if the mea-

surements were taken below 3000m. As an alternative

the moored velocities were extrapolated by 0 down to

4500-m depth. However, the results of this study are not

sensitive to the choice of extrapolation toward 4500-m

depth.

With a combination of vertical normal mode n 5 0,

1, 2, . . . , 25 and angular frequency vj 5v1, v2, . . . , vK,

based on the same set of frequencies as used for the

calculation of the periodograms, a fitting model is set up

by the product of a temporal sine and analogously cosine

function with an angular frequency vj (j 5 1, 2, . . . , K)

with the vertical structure function. The barotropic

mode (n 5 0) is also included with p̂0(z)5 1 being

constant with depth. The actual fitting is performed by

searching the scalar amplitudes an,j and bn,j, which solve

the system of linear equations via an optimization

process:

p̂
n
(z) sin(v

j
t)a

n,j
5 u(z, t) , and

p̂
n
(z) cos(v

j
t)b

n,j
5 u(z, t) , (5)

yielding the amplitudes an,j for sine and bn,j for cosine

fitting, respectively. The amplitude An,j of the spectrum

in normal mode space is derived by calculating the

modulus An,j 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2n,j 1 b2

n,j

q
. Note that in (5) u is a place-

holder for either the zonal or meridional velocity. After

the fitting, a reconstruction of the velocity field based on

the used frequency-normal mode combination is calcu-

lated and subtracted from the velocity field before the

next combination of (vj, p̂n) is chosen and fit to the

residual.

Unfortunately, the gaps in the velocity data disturb

the orthogonality of the frequency–normal mode de-

composition and lead to uncertainties in the magnitude

and distribution of the amplitude. To quantify and

minimize the influence of data gaps, different combi-

nations of frequency and normal mode are used in a

random order. This procedure is repeated for 1000

permutations, which are then used to build a mean

amplitude spectrum (averaged over all permutations).

The spread of different solutions around the mean is

taken as a measure of the uncertainty of the amplitude

of the frequency–normal mode spectrum introduced

by data gaps. For each permutation, the amplitude

spectrum in frequency-normal mode space is first

squared and then integrated over all baroclinic modes

providing 1000 variance spectra from which a 95% con-

fidence range at each frequency is calculated by exclud-

ing the highest and lowest 2.5% of the obtained values.
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The mean amplitude for a given frequency and vertical

mode of 1000 permutations is, on average, smaller

(higher) than the 97.5 (2.5) percentile value of the cor-

responding distribution by a factor of 1.8 (4.3).

c. Yanai beams

Moored meridional velocity data regularly exhibit

upward propagation of phase (Fig. 2), which implies

downward energy propagation, according to linear wave

theory (Gill 1982). It is suggested that the downward

propagation of energy is accomplished by downward-

propagating beams of intraseasonal Yanai waves (e.g.,

Ascani et al. 2010). Here, the calculation of Yanai beams

is based on the theoretical work of McCreary (1984),

who showed that for an angular frequency v and a

buoyancy frequency profile N(z) the following relation

holds for the angle of a downward propagating Yanai

beam g:

tang5
c
gz

c
gx

52
v

N(z)
(6)

where cgx 5 cn/[11 (bcn/v
2)] (Olbers et al. 2012) is the

zonal and cgz the vertical group velocity of a Yanai wave.

Note that for an upward-propagating Yanai beam only

the sign changes. Within the framework of standing ver-

tical modes, vertical propagation can only be achieved by

the superposition of different vertical modes; the use of

a limited number of vertical modes represents thus an

approximation of the vertical beam propagation. The

gravity wave speed cn, which defines the group velocity,

might vary for different beams depending on the domi-

nant vertical mode contributing to the beam forming.

4. Mean statistics of intraseasonal variability

The equatorial Atlantic circulation is characterized by

low-frequency zonal velocity variability, that is, seasonal

(semiannual and annual) and interannual (4.5-yr period

of EDJs) variability (Brandt et al. 2016; Claus et al.

2016). In contrast, meridional velocity variability is most

energetic in the intraseasonal frequency band with pe-

riods shorter than ;50 days.

On the basis of almost 15 years of partly full-depth

velocity measurements, a periodogram of meridional

velocity data (Fig. 3a) following the approach of Scargle

(1982) reveals that the highest variability is close to the

surface (20–50m) and most pronounced within a fre-

quency range of 7–20 cycles per year (equivalent to

periods of 18–52 days) reaching values between 0.5

and 1m2 s22 (Fig. 3b). Between 50 and 800m (Fig. 3c),

maximum values are about one order of magnitude

smaller (0.2m2 s22) compared to the near-surface layer

(Fig. 3b) and most elevated below 13 cycles per year

(periods larger than 28 days). Here, the three most

pronounced frequencies are 10.5, 11.6, and 12.8 cycles

per year (34.8, 31.5, and 28.5 days, respectively). Be-

tween 1000 and 2000m, the frequency band of the

FIG. 3. (a) Lomb–Scargle periodogram [(1)] ofmeridional velocity from themooring on the

equator at 238W as a function of depth. Too sparsely sampled depths are marked gray. Note

the logarithmic color scale. (b)–(d) Vertically averaged periodograms for different depth

ranges (see legends). Note the differently scaled y axes.
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highest intraseasonal variability becomes more confined

between 9 and 12 cycles per year (30–41 days) (Fig. 3d),

while reaching about half the values of the layer above.

Figure 3d also shows that below 2000m the intra-

seasonal peak vanishes, and three rather distinct signals

emerge: first, a range between 2 and 4 cycles per year

(periods of 90–180 days) close to a depth of 3500m;

second, a peak at 12.5 cycles per year (a period of

29.2 days), which is distinguished more clearly between

2000 and 3000m (Fig. 3a); and last, at about 25 cycles per

year (a period of 14 days) again close to 3500m. The first

signal represents variability on seasonal time scales and

could be associated with zonally propagating equatorial

Kelvin waves, which generate meridional motions when

encountering topography like, for example, the Mid-

Atlantic Ridge (McPhaden and Gill 1987). The change

in the characteristics of intraseasonal variability below

2000m in comparison to the layers above suggests a

different generation mechanism of the variability for

these layers. In the following, we will focus on the in-

traseasonal energy observed above 2000m and discuss

the deeper variability later.

We have shown that specific kinetic energy of the

meridional velocity in the upper 2000m is generally

enhanced within the intraseasonal frequency band. The

peak frequency, however, might change with depth.

When considering downward-propagating equatorial

wave beams as a source for the observed DEIV, one

would observe the signature of different beams at 238W,

which are excited away from the mooring and reach it

at a particular depth with a certain time lag. To infer the

potential equatorial wave type with which the observed

intraseasonal variability can be associated, a frequency–

vertical mode decomposition of both horizontal velocity

components was carried out. Linear equatorial wave

dynamics imply that within the intraseasonal frequency

band the following wave types exist: Kelvin waves,

Rossby waves, Yanai waves, and inertia–gravity waves.

Kelvin waves can be excluded as a source of intra-

seasonal meridional velocity variability since they are

strictly associated with a zonal velocity component

along the equator. Yanai waves theoretically exist at all

frequencies but change the direction of their phase

speed toward higher frequencies. A strict separation

between Rossby, Yanai, and inertia–gravity waves from

moored observations at one location is not possible since

the zonal wavenumber remains unknown. However, a

frequency range exists, for which Rossby and inertia–

gravity waves can be excluded (see section 3b) and me-

ridional velocity variability in between their cutoff

frequencies can only be associated with Yanai waves.

Note that in the framework of vertically propagating

latitudinal modes, inertia–gravity waves are not restricted

by a cutoff frequency (Philander 1978). The amplitude

spectra derived by fitting zonal and meridional velocities

to a set of vertical normal modes and a set of orthogonal

frequencies are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. Zonal velocity

variability predominantly occurs at lower frequencies,

particularly at the semiannual and annual cycle and on

interannual time scales (Fig. 4c). Those three frequencies

are confined to vertical modes that form the gravest res-

onant equatorial basin mode (Brandt et al. 2016; Claus

et al. 2016). On the contrary, the amplitude spectrum of

meridional velocity (Fig. 4b) is neither as confined to

certain distinct frequencies nor as large in amplitude as

the zonal amplitude spectrum. However, the meridional

amplitude spectrum is enhanced for frequencies between

7 and 12 cycles per year. Although lower vertical modes

account for the strongest amplitudes, relatively high

values are also observed toward higher baroclinic modes

up to vertical mode 10. At higher frequencies, low-mode

Yanai waves (vertical modes 2 and 3) show amplitudes

comparable to the ones between 7 and 12 cycles per year.

The amplitude distribution in the frequency–vertical

mode space for the meridional velocity therefore sug-

gests that Yanai waves are responsible for the dominant

observed intraseasonal variability. Interestingly, there

is energy within the barotropic mode (mode 0) as well,

but most of the energy is confined to vertical modes 2–5.

The variance spectra of both velocity components, re-

spectively the sum of the squared amplitudes over all

modes, are shown in Fig. 4c. Below 7 cycles per year

(periods larger than 52 days) intraseasonal zonal ve-

locity fluctuations exceed meridional ones. This relation

is clearly reversed between 7 and 15 cycles per year,

where meridional velocity variability is considerably

larger than zonal velocity variability. Though differently

obtained, both variance spectra shown in Fig. 3c (black

curve) and Fig. 4c (blue curve) are reassuringly in good

agreement.

5. Seasonal and interannual variations of
intraseasonal variability

So far, the focus has been set on the mean statistics of

intraseasonal variability derived from long-timemoored

velocity data, which are, as shown above, mainly asso-

ciated with intraseasonal Yanai waves. In this section we

will focus on the seasonal and interannual variations of

intraseasonal variability both near the surface and in the

deep ocean. A time series of specific kinetic energy of

the meridional velocity averaged between depths of

20 and 50m is derived from the available velocity dataset

on the equator at 238W (Fig. 5). Above approximately

20-m depth, velocity data from the upward-looking

ADCP are usually contaminated owing to the surface
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reflection of the signal. During two time periods the

ADCP measurements on the equator at 238W did not

reach this depth range or the recovered data were de-

fective causing a total of two interruptions in the time

series from December 2002 to May 2005 (also including

the time period when no mooring was installed) and

from June 2006 to March 2008 (see also Fig. 1). Obvi-

ously, the existing data exhibit an annual maximum in

boreal summer—typically in August—with maximum

values occasionally reaching up to 0.1m2 s22. Although

the timing of the annual maximum is robust, the year-to-

year variations of the amplitude are remarkable (Figs. 1

and 5). In 2010 and 2013 the maximum values range

between 0.03 and 0.04m2 s22, while each other year’s

maximum exceeds 0.06m2 s22. The observations also

show a pronounced winter maximum at the beginning

of the record, which is not comparably pronounced in

the following winters. The climatology based on daily

FIG. 5. Specific kinetic energy of the meridional velocity (1/2)y2 vertically averaged be-

tween 20 and 50m from the mooring on the equator at 238W (gray) and the corresponding

climatology (red). Tick marks along the time axis denote the beginning of the year. Time

series are smoothed using a Hamming window of 30 days.

FIG. 4.Mean amplitude spectra (m s21) of (a) zonal and (b) meridional velocity data for the

barotropic mode (mode 5 0) and the first 25 vertical modes from 1000 permutations (see

section 3b for detailed description) and (c) variance spectra derived by summing the squared

amplitude spectra in (a) and (b) over all barotropic and baroclinic modes. Also shown in

(a) and (b) are the cutoff frequencies of equatorial Rossby waves (dark gray lines) and

inertia–gravity waves (light gray lines). The shaded area around the integrated variance

spectra in (c) represents the 95% confidence range considering all 1000 permutations (see

section 3b for detailed description).
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annual averages exhibits a pronounced annual cycle

peaking in August but also confirms a secondary maxi-

mum in January (Fig. 5; red curve). Both maxima vary

strongly in their energy level from year to year.

A detailed look at the climatological cycle of intra-

seasonal specific kinetic energy within the near-surface

layer on the equator at 238W from Fig. 5 (Fig. 6) reveals

that energy increases in June and eventually peaks in

late August reaching values of up to 0.08 (daily clima-

tology) and 0.06m2 s22 (30-day low-pass-filtered time

series) before rapidly decreasing. In late December,

specific kinetic energy increases again and peaks in

January with values above 0.04m2 s22 and then quickly

drops and remains at lower levels from March to May.

Here, the seasonal cycle of intraseasonal energy be-

tween 20 and 50m is approximated by a linear combi-

nation of a semiannual and an annual harmonic cycle

both fit to the daily climatological cycle. The superpo-

sition of both cycles is able to explain a large fraction of

the observed seasonal variability. It reproduces the

temporal onset of the boreal summer maximum, while

the amplitude is slightly underestimated but fails to re-

produce the winter maximum in its onset and amplitude.

Nevertheless, for a relatively simple combination of two

harmonic cycles, the overall structure of the climatology

is well captured.

The dominance of the seasonal cycle (particularly

annual and semiannual variations) in the near-surface

intraseasonal energy time series is further supported by

an energy spectrum of specific kinetic energy derived

frommeridional velocities between 20 and 50m (Fig. 7).

The peaks at the annual and semiannual cycle are the

main components of variability as both are significant at

the 95% confidence interval from a first-order autore-

gressive (AR-1) process. Significant interannual vari-

ability is not observed, although the spectrum shows

elevated variability at periods of about 2–3 years.

Considerable intraseasonal variability is also evident

at greater depths between 200 and 2000m (Figs. 1, 2, and

3a). A monthly full-depth climatology of anomalous

specific kinetic energy of the meridional velocity (Fig. 8)

exhibits not only a surface intensified annual cycle in the

upper part of the ocean as already seen in Fig. 6 but also

indication of a deep annual cycle and both downward

and upward energy propagation. In the upper 200m,

positive anomalies are present from July to October.

Hence, during this time of the year, the specific kinetic

energy exceeds the annual mean within this particular

depth layer. Below 200m, the maximum of positive

anomalies narrows in time with increasing depth to

about 800m, where positive anomalies are observed

between January and March of the following year. At

these depths, anomalies cannot be anymore associated

with local anomalies near the surface. Although Fig. 8

suggests downward energy propagation in the upper

800m, it cannot be directly inferred from it. Since the

FIG. 6. Daily (gray) and monthly mean (blue dots) climatology of specific kinetic energy of

the meridional velocity (1/2)y2 vertically averaged between 20 and 50m from the mooring on

the equator at 238W. Tick marks along the time axis denote the middle of the month. Also

shown is a linear combination of an annual and a semiannual harmonic that were fit to the

daily data (dashed green) and a smoothed climatology (black) as well as the 25th–75th per-

centile range derived from daily data (shaded).
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climatology is derived from velocity data at onemooring

site and the variability is associated with Yanai waves

that have an eastward group velocity, the energy at

depthmust originate from a source west of 238Wand has

to propagate toward the mooring site along a Yanai

beam as will be discussed in the next section. The depth

and time of the year at which these beams reach the

mooring site depends on their dominant frequency, their

dominant vertical mode, and their generation depth,

time, and longitude from which the beam starts its

downward and eastward propagation.

Below 2000m, energy levels are considerably lower

(Fig. 1). However, an annual cycle of anomalous specific

kinetic energy can be identified down to about 2800m

(Fig. 8). Within this depth range, the observations in-

dicate interference of downward and upward energy

propagation likely originating at about 2500m from July

to September either reaching 1500m fromMarch toApril

or 2800m in January of the following year. It is possible

that the Mid-Atlantic Ridge acts as a local source of

variability since it reaches up to depths of nearly 2500m

on the equator close to the mooring site at 238W and

might interfere with seasonal Kelvin and Rossby waves.

6. Summary and discussion

The availability of almost 15 years of partly full-

depth moored velocity data from the equator at 238W

enabled us to describe the main characteristics of oceanic

intraseasonal variability including its downward radiation

from near the surface into the deep ocean. We have

shown that the near-surface layer (20–50m) of the central

equatorial Atlantic Ocean is characterized by a seasonal

cycle of intraseasonal specific kinetic energy of the me-

ridional velocity associated with zonally propagating

TIWs exhibiting a pronounced annual maximum in

August (Figs. 1, 5, and 6). Additionally, a relative maxi-

mum in January is revealed (Fig. 6), which is further

supported by an energy spectrum of specific kinetic en-

ergy showing significant energy levels at annual and

semiannual periods (Fig. 7). In agreement with Wu and

Bowman (2007) and Perez et al. (2012), our observations

show remarkable year-to-year variations with multiyear

periods of lower TIW activity followed by years with

higher energy levels (Fig. 5). However, the obtained en-

ergy spectrumof specific kinetic energy does not exhibit a

significant peak at interannual time scales, although en-

hanced energy levels at periods of 2–3 years are observed

(Fig. 7). It is likely that the time series is too short to

capture significant interannual variability.

We further showed that the mean statistics of intra-

seasonal meridional velocity variability are character-

ized by the presence of enhanced variability at periods

between 30 and 50 days both near the surface (20–50m)

and in the deep ocean down to about 2000m (Fig. 3).

Interestingly, the depth range of maximum power input

FIG. 7. Energy spectrum of specific kinetic energy of the meridional velocity (1/2)y2, ver-

tically averaged between 20 and 50m, from the mooring on the equator at 238W (black) with

the 95% significance interval (from anAR-1 process; red lines). The frequencies of the annual

and semiannual cycles are marked by vertical dashed lines.
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from theDEIV into the EDJs as described in Claus et al.

(2016, their Fig. 8) agrees with the depth range in

which the intraseasonal frequency range is most distinct

(Fig. 3d). The interaction of intraseasonal variability with

the low-frequency EDJs was found to contribute to the

maintenance of EDJs against dissipation (Greatbatch

et al. 2018).According toAscani et al. (2015) theDEIV is

generated by the instability of the upper-ocean currents.

Earlier modeling studies by D’Orgeville et al. (2007) and

Ménesguen et al. (2009), as well as the theoretical work of
Hua et al. (2008), suggested that a prescribed DEIV

forcing (potentially fluctuations of the equator-crossing

western boundary current) contributes to the genera-

tion and maintenance of EDJs. Both of these DEIV

sources would be associated with eastward radiation of

intraseasonal energy. The amplitude distribution in

frequency-vertical mode space shows that most likely

Yanai waves cause the observed intraseasonal vari-

ability; other equatorial wave types (i.e., equatorial

Kelvin or Rossby waves) must play only a minor role

(Figs. 4a,b). Note that according to the choice of

method for the modal decomposition (i.e., the de-

composition into standing vertical modes; see section

3b), inertia–gravity waves can be excluded at intra-

seasonal frequencies. However, this does not have to

be the case in the framework of vertically propagating

latitudinal modes (Philander 1978).

The superposition of several vertical modes (i.e.,

modes 2–5; Fig. 4b) results in distinct energy maxima at

depth, which are suggestive of downward- and eastward-

propagating Yanai beams.

In the following, we will provide a discussion of possi-

ble processes and mechanisms relevant for the observed

energy distribution of DEIV on the equator at 238W. On

the basis of annual mean salinity and temperature data

from the World Ocean Climatology (Levitus 1982) and

the theoretical work on equatorial beams by McCreary

(1984), a schematic showing the propagation of individual

Yanai beams is constructed (Fig. 9; see also section 3c). It

is assumed that in the equatorial Atlantic Yanai waves

are mainly excited close to the surface by passing TIWs

(assumed excitation depth: 40m), with a dominant period

of 35 days (according to the most pronounced peak be-

tween 20 and 50m in Fig. 3b) and form beams of energy

that radiate downward and eastward. The angle of

downward propagation only depends on the stratification

(or buoyancy frequency) and the frequency of the Yanai

wave [see (6)]. Here, five longitudes were chosen to trace

Yanai beams forward (downward and eastward) in an

attempt to quantify the vertical range at the mooring site

FIG. 8. Monthly climatology of anomalous (with respect to the mean at each depth) specific

kinetic energy of the meridional velocity as function of depth (fit with an annual and

a semiannual harmonic cycle at each depth) from the mooring on the equator at 238W.

Months and depths with insufficient data coverage (,90 values per month over the whole

time series) are marked gray.
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at 238Won the equator possibly affected by Yanai beams

generated near the surface at 40-m depth (Fig. 9). The

apparent downward propagation of intraseasonal energy

visible in the climatology of specific kinetic energy of the

upper 800m (Fig. 8) suggests that Yanai beams are ex-

cited almost simultaneously near the surface; their arrival

time at themooring position increases with depth (Fig. 9).

The lower boundary of the DEIV at 238W originating

near the surface is thus limited by the distance to the

westernmost extent of the near-surface maximum of

intraseasonal energy at the equator. This was estimated

to be about 408W in the simulations of von Schuckmann

et al. (2008) and would result in a lower DEIV boundary

of about 800m at 238W (Fig. 9). However, Yanai beams

generated at the surface close to the western boundary

reach the mooring site below 1000m, which is in

agreement with the observed deep intraseasonal vari-

ability (Fig. 3d).

The continuation of the Yanai beams to the east

shows that the beams eventually reach the eastern part

of the basin. At the eastern boundary, reflection into

westward-propagating waves is not possible for fre-

quencies in the interval between Rossby and inertia–

gravity waves. Instead, after approaching the eastern

boundary, they have to propagate poleward as coastally

trapped waves (see, e.g., Guiavarc’h et al. 2008).

These results suggest that intraseasonal wave energy

that arrives at 238W below approximately 2000m via

downward-propagating Yanai beams must originate at

the western boundary below the near-surface (Fig. 9).

The circulation at the western boundary is known to

vary on intraseasonal time scales. Schott et al. (1993)

showed that on the equator at 448W variability of the

alongshore component of velocity is most energetic at

two different periods: between 60 and 80 days in the

depth range of the North Atlantic Deep Water and be-

tween 25 and 35 days in the near-surface layer with a

longer-period intraseasonal oscillation still observable.

According to Fig. 9, downward-propagating Yanai

beams with a period of 35 days, which arrive at the

mooring position below about 2000-m depth, must

originate from the western boundary in the depth range

of the North Brazil Current, which crosses the equator

near 448W (Schott et al. 1998). Below 2000m, arrival

times at 238W within the seasonal cycle that are rather

constant with depth require weak variations in the lon-

gitude of the origin of the Yanai beams at the western

boundary, which is probably the case. Likewise, weak

temporal variations in the seasonal maximum of intra-

seasonal variability of the deep western boundary cur-

rent above 400m are required. Fischer and Schott (1997)

were able to show that the seasonal cycle of DWBC

transport does exhibit a quite stable maximum in

January/February, but because of the length of their

moored velocity time series (about 3.5 years), un-

certainty regarding this stability remains.

FIG. 9. Equatorial section of themean buoyancy frequency (left color scale) derived from the

World Ocean Climatology (Levitus 1982). Six exemplary Yanai beams calculated using the

gravity wave speed of the second vertical mode and a period of 35 days are superimposed and

colored according to their particular travel time since their excitation at a depth of 40m or at

the western boundary at 450m (right color scale); see section 3c [(6)] for a more detailed

description of the calculation of beams. The vertical dotted line marks the location of the 238W
mooring.
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Below 2000m on the equator at 238W, upward and

downward energy propagation within the annual cycle

of intraseasonal energy is indicated (Fig. 8). Addition-

ally, the spectral characteristics of intraseasonal vari-

ability strongly change with depth. While in the depth

range from 1000 to 2000m intraseasonal waves with

periods of 30–40 days dominate, below 2000m a rela-

tively sharp spectral peak emerges at a period just below

30 days (Fig. 3d). Here, in addition to a remote source

of intraseasonal variability as described above, a local

generation mechanism of intraseasonal variability due

to the interaction of deep zonal flow with the Mid-

Atlantic Ridge (e.g., see McPhaden and Gill 1987) may

be possible as well. The topography of the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge reaches the shallowest water depth of nearly

2500m just west of the mooring position at around 258W
(Fig. 9). Kopte et al. (2018) showed that a deep annual

cycle of zonal velocity with amaximum (minimum) from

September to November (from February to April) is

observed at 238W below 2000m (their Fig. 6), which

might lead to the generation of seasonally varying DEIV.

In general, the exact characteristics of downward and

upward propagation of intraseasonal energy are based

on five variables: the excitation depth, time, and longi-

tude, the dominant frequency, and the dominant vertical

mode (or vertical wavelength) of the Yanai waves. To

quantify the sensitivity of the travel time of a Yanai

beam from its source to 238W on the dominant vertical

mode, frequency, and excitation longitude, separate

Yanai beams are calculated using the gravity wave

speeds of the first four vertical modes and two different

Yanai wave periods (35 and 40 days). Figure 10 shows

the time and depth at which the different Yanai beams

arrive at the mooring position at 238W that were excited

on 15 August at 40-m depth at 408, 358, and 308W. Yanai

beams calculated using the gravity wave speed of verti-

cal modes 1–4 arrive at 238W at 720m with a time dif-

ference of about 25 (27) days for a period of 35 (40) days.

In comparison, a difference in period (i.e., 35 vs 40 days)

introduces a time difference of about two months at

800m (not shown). From approximately two years of

moored velocity data on the equator at 358W between

2004 and 2006 (Hormann and Brandt 2009) the seasonal

maximum of near-surface specific kinetic energy be-

tween July and September is generally supported.

However, the intraseasonal waves are presumably not

excited exactly simultaneously, but within a temporal

range of a few months, which introduces another un-

certainty in the arrival time of wave energy at the

mooring position. The energy distribution of the DEIV

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, but for the upper 800m. Superimposed are arrival times and depths of

three different Yanai beams at 238W that were excited on 15 Aug at 40-m depth at 308, 358,
and 408W. Yellowish (grayish) colors correspond to a wave period of 35 (40) days. For each

period, different Yanai beamswere calculated by using the gravity wave speed of the first four

vertical modes from left to right (1–4).
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in space and time depends thus on a number of param-

eters associated with the generation and propagation of

TIWs as well as with the background conditions.

The importance of the DEIV for the deep equatorial

circulation has been pointed out in several studies (e.g.,

Hua et al. 2008; Ascani et al. 2015; Greatbatch et al.

2018), and the deep equatorial circulation possibly has

an effect on climate (Brandt et al. 2011). Hence, a more

realistic simulation of the DEIV with high-resolution

general circulation models (GCMs) is required. This

work presents observational evidence of the DEIV and

characterizes its vertical distribution and statistics while

also providing a discussion of possible generation mech-

anisms. The presented results provide a benchmark

against which GCMs should be validated with respect to

the representation of theDEIV in the equatorial Atlantic.

In addition, these results also provide clues to understand

possible differences between observed and simulated in-

traseasonal variability in the equatorial ocean.
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